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excellent, that events would one day justify them. The suggestion is made for what it is worth. It would reconcile some apparent inconsistencies.
To say that he failed to recognize the signs of the times is to beg the question. To say that he underrated the importance of Parliament is to read history backwards. On the Continent the signs of the times pointed to a decay of parliaments, and it would have been a bold prophet who could be sure that the English Crown would not defeat its Parliament's claim to sovereignty. Indeed, it is possible that Charles could have done so, but for a smaller but a real miscalculation in Scottish affairs, due to ignorance of conditions in Scotland. Parliament has now been sovereign for so long that we regard its advance as inevitable. It would make for a fairer estimate of Charles if we could forget the last three centuries of history and try to recapture the atmosphere in which he lived* He shared his error— if it be an error—with the greatest mind that this country has produced. Shakespeare was only thirty-six years older than Charles, and it was in Shakespeare's England that Charles grew to manhood. Shakespeare wrote much on political themes, yet he seems to see deliberative assemblies merely as instruments used by great men for personal ends. Charles, after an experience of three Parliaments, came to a similar conclusion, and regarded those personal ends as something it was his duty to resist. No doubt there wfere other and better forces working alongside the evil ones, as Charles himself expressly recognized. But he thought the institution as a whole was more of a national danger than an inspiration. He was perhaps wrong. But if the reader thinks his view as groundless and as criminally ignorant as it is sometimes represented, this book will have been written in vain.
If there is something to be said for Charles's general principles, contemporary evidence supplies one excellent reason for his many practical mistakes. Clarendon and Bulstrode say that, though his judgment was sound, the

